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Things to be covered
• How AUG members can increase the number
of use cases and Stake Holders
• What & Who Stake Holders are
• How the ALERT & ALERT 2 Protocol and Sensor
types can increase new stake holder’s buy in
• Use Cases and Applications

AUG Stake Holders
WHAT DO I MEAN BY STAKEHOLDERS AND THEIR INTERESTS?
Stake Holders are the people, organizations, or groups who have a
direct or indirect interest in the system and the data provided by
the system. This interest can be financial, political, academic, job
responsibility, or decision making.
Stakeholders can be characterized by their relationship to the System.
• Primary Stakeholders
• Secondary Stakeholders
• Key Stakeholders

AUG Stake Holders
• Primary stakeholders are the people or groups that
stand to be directly affected, either positively or
negatively, by the actions of an agency or
organization. In some cases, there are primary
stakeholders on both sides of the equation:
• Example: A regulation that benefits one group may
have a negative effect on another. Water Restrictions
vs. Landscaping, for example, benefits storage for
critical use and total supply, but these restrictions may
damage yards, pocket books, commercial landscaping,
nurseries, recreational fields and farming.

AUG Stake Holders
• Secondary stakeholders are people or groups that are
indirectly affected, either positively or negatively, by an
the actions of an agency or organization.
• Example: A program to reduce icy roadways in the
winter using salt based mixtures, for instance, could
have a positive effect on Highway Patrol personnel by
reducing the number of accidents they
manage. However, there is an accelerated affect of
corrosion on vehicles. Both of these groups would be
secondary stakeholders.

AUG Stake Holders
• Key stake holders might belong to either or neither of the
first two groups. They are individuals who can have a
significant affect, positive or negative, on an effort
undertaken by the organization or agency. The director of
an organization might be an obvious key stakeholder, but so
could the line staff – those who work directly with
participants – who carry out the work of the effort. If they
don’t believe in what they’re doing or don’t do it well, it
might as well not have begun.
• Other examples of key stakeholders could be funders,
elected or appointed government officials, heads of
businesses, policy makers and other community figures
who wield a significant amount of influence.

Examples of some AUG Stake Holders
•
•
•
•
•

Federal Agencies:
NOAA
NWS
USGS
EPA

•
•
•

State Agencies:
DWR
Sacramento River Forecast
Center
CalTrans
Nevada DOT
CalFire

•
•
•

•Counties and Districts:
•Flood Control Districts
•Emergency Managers & Responders
•Water Districts
•Stormwater Management
•Environmental Regulations
•Business, Corporations and Industries:
•Hardware & Software Vendors
•Transmitter, datalogger and sensor Suppliers
•Farmers & Ranchers
•General Public:
•Local Citizens

Increasing Stakeholders with Expanded ALERT
& ALERT 2 capabilities & Sensor Variety
• Increasing stake holders can be achieved for both existing and new ALERT
System owners and operators.
• One way to pave the way is to add sensors to your remote sites that
provide value to other potential stake holders.
• Some of the biggest direct and indirect costs associated with installing a
remote site involves the infrastructure; Establishing a method of
communication, site access and permission, power supply, ongoing
maintenance, the transmitter or datalogger, method of housing or
structure, etc.
• Most of the transmitters and data loggers in use today can handle a vast
array of additional inputs for sensors. The costs mentioned above remain
the same whether it is a simple rain gauge station or a complete Weather
and stream monitoring station.
• Ask yourself, what other agencies or individuals could benefit from sensor
data within my system’s geographic area. Do you have sites that are
located such that sensors at these sites would provide the data needed?

Sensor Examples & ALERT Protocol
There are a wide variety of commonly used Digital and Analog Sensors in
an ALERT Network
•
•
•
•

Precipitation: Tipping buckets
Water level: Pressure Transducers, Sonar/Radar, Shaft encoders
Weather: Wind Speed, Direction, Peak Gust, BP, Temp, Humidity,
With SDI-12 transmitters with SDI-12 sensors expand the vast array of sensor types
and can chain up to 16 sensors on the same bus.

•

When using ALERT protocol, there are limitations to the # of ids and data values
being sent. IDs 0-8191 and value of 0-2047. There are transmitters today that can
take the input of an SDI-12 sensor but the sensor needs to conform to the
limitations of the ALERT Protocol

•

When using ALERT2 protocol, the station limitations are fewer where you can have
up to 255 sensors per station, and send data with engineering units, floating point
decimals, negative or positive. ALERT2 transmitters with SDI-12 will be able to take
full advantage of the more complex features that an SDI-12 sensor can provide.

SDI-12 Sensors
What is SDI-12?
SDI-12 stands for serial data interface at 1200
baud. It is a standard to interface battery
powered data recorders with micro-processor
based sensors designed for environmental
data acquisition (EDA).

SDI-12 Sensors
EDA is accomplished by means of a sensor, or sensors, and
a data recorder which collects and saves the data. SDI-12 is
a standard communications protocol which provides a
means to transfer measurements taken by an intelligent
sensor to a data recorder. An intelligent sensor typically
takes a measurement, makes computations based on the
raw sensor reading, and outputs the measured data in
engineering units. For example, an SDI-12 pressure sensor
may take a series of pressure measurements, average
them, and then output pressure in psi, inches of mercury,
bars, millibars, or torrs. The sensor's micro-processor
makes the computations, converts sensor readings into the
appropriate units, and uses the SDI-12 protocol to transfer
data to the recorder.

SDI-12 Sensors
• With ALERT2 Protocol and combination of SDI12 sensors, field data acquisition will
processed at the remote site and sent to a
base station for display.
• The brains of the system have now moved to
the local remote station.
• Where Legacy ALERT systems rely greatly on
the base station to manipulate the data and
convert the data into the required units.

Use Cases & Application Examples
•
•
•
•

Reservoir & Levee Monitoring
Road Weather Monitoring
Fire Weather Monitoring- Pre & Post
Environmental Monitoring - Water & Air
Quality

Use Cases & Application Examples:
Reservoir & Levee Monitoring
The obvious:
An ALERT Station that has a raingauge and
water level sensor. This will contribute to
decision makers for Flood Control to
determine when water should be released in
advance of the rain season or an imminent
large storm.

Use Cases & Application Examples:
Reservoir & Levee Monitoring
What about dam safety and dam
failure?

For many years The Department of Public
works for Fairfax County, VA outsourced
a program to have an engineering firm
take physical measurements of 14 Piezo
wells of 6 of its PL-566 Earthen Dams to
develop dam failure models during
extreme weather events. The problem
was they were only able to collect 4-5
data points per year per well, and were
unable to develop the relationship of
rainfall, and water level behind the dam
to saturation and seepage that occurred
with-in the dam. They wanted to know
when and what may lead to a
catastrophic slope failure.

Use Cases & Application Examples:
Reservoir & Levee Monitoring
How could both directives be
achieved?
By adding additional sensors to monitor
the earthen dam’s piezo wells, the
County could monitor in real time pore
water pressures to determine slope
stability. Fairfax County in Virginia
capitalized on their existing ALERT Station
on a reservoir to include monitoring all of
it’s piezo wells.
Complex Alarm notifications could be
sent when a sudden drop in water level
occurs, while the piezo readings show
increased saturation levels.

Use Cases & Application Examples:
Reservoir & Levee Monitoring

Use Cases & Application Examples:
Reservoir & Levee Monitoring

Use Cases & Application Examples:
Reservoir & Levee Monitoring

Use Cases & Application Examples:
Reservoir & Levee Monitoring
Other concerns where flash flooding or catastrophic dam or
levee failures may occur, one could capitalize on downstream
warning sirens to provide emergency evacuations to the many
local recreationalists, businesses, and residences below the
dam.

Use Cases & Application Examples:
Reservoir & Levee Monitoring
Tone Generation coverage map of Commercial Grade Warning
Sirens below a popular recreational reservoir.

Use Cases & Application Examples:
Reservoir & Levee Monitoring
Warning Siren connected to an ALERT transmitter with control outputs triggered
by pre-set water level thresholds. Also controlled by remote ALERT commands
issued from remote base station or handheld device.

Use Cases & Application Examples
Roadway Weather Monitoring
Several municipalities collect and report data on road pavement
conditions by integrating a road surface sensor with their ALERT Data
Transmitter. Agencies use data as the basis for initiating alarms, activating
road closures, or deploying road crews.

Use Cases & Application Examples
Roadway Weather Monitoring
The use of ALERT as a two-way communication protocol has enabled users to
implement a command and control system for monitoring flooded roadways. The
technology integrates with existing ALERT/IFLOWS flood warning systems and gives
Public Works Department’s the ability to advise motorists of a weather impaired
roadway by activating flashing beacons, message signs, or automatic road barrier
gates.

Use Cases & Application Examples:
Roadway Weather Monitoring
The obvious:
An ALERT Station mounted next
to or near a roadway bridge that
crosses a stream or river. The
data is collected and used for
flood control.

Use Cases & Application Examples:
Roadway Weather Monitoring
What about Road conditions
related to weather events, and
flooding?
Many Road departments send
out road crews to deploy
barricades and motorist
warnings signs about road
conditions. By adding additional
sensors to these locations, more
reliable real time data can
deploy the resources where
needed, or provide automated
warnings at the localized event.

Use Cases & Application Examples:
Roadway Weather Monitoring
Not all flooding occurs in the floodplain.
Many of the most tragic events happen
in man made urban environments. A
low section of roadway can easily trap
an innocent bi-standard in a flooded
channel. By accessorizing an ALERT
system, warnings can be coupled with
localized notifications.

Use Cases & Application Examples:
Roadway Weather Monitoring
Master Gauging Station with 2-way ALERT
Communications and Motorist Staff guage

Use Cases & Application Examples:
Roadway Weather Monitoring
Remote Station with 2-way ALERT Communications
coupled with Automatic Barrier Gate Operator with
12” LED Road Flashers and MUTCD Warning Sign

Use Cases & Application Examples:
Roadway Weather Monitoring
Remote Station with 2-way ALERT Communications
coupled with Automatic Barrier Gate Operator with
12” LED Road Flashers and MUTCD Warning Sign

Use Cases & Application Examples:
Roadway Weather Monitoring
How about other weather conditions that may affect
roadways?

Use Cases & Application Examples:
Roadway Weather Monitoring
ALERT Wind Sensors with integrated DMS (Dynamic
Message Sign)

Use Cases & Application Examples:
Roadway Weather Monitoring
Embedded or Non-Intrusive ALERT Road Surface Sensors
with embedded LED MUTCD Flashing Warning Signs

Use Cases & Application Examples:
Roadway Weather Monitoring
ALERT Visibility Sensors with Embedded LED MUTCD
Warning Signs

Use Cases & Application Examples
Fire Weather Monitoring
The obvious:
Many ALERT raingauges are installed
amongst the upper ends of watersheds in
remote and rural areas. These gauges are
very helpful for keeping tabs on early rainfall
that helps determine how much rain will
eventually run off into the lower streams,
creeks and rivers.

Use Cases & Application Examples
Fire Weather Monitoring
What about Fire Prediction? Other
indicators help Fire Commanders
predict the likelihood of high danger,
and spread of fires.
An Existing Raingauge only site could be
converted to provide fire weather prediction by
adding additional weather sensors, such as
humidity, temperature, dew point, wind speed &
direction. The information not only helps with
prediction before an incident, but during as well
in terms of how a fire may spread or move.

Use Cases & Application Examples
Fire Weather Monitoring

Go even further by implementing a fuel
moisture probe.

Use Cases & Application Examples
Post Wildfire Risks
As the southwest U.S. knows all to well, it is not only during a fire
incident that is so destructive, but the aftermath. When all the
surface vegetation has been scorched and removed, the real
potential of a catastrophic debris flows become a real concern.
Especially the typical timing of a major wildfire event is at the end
of a hot dry summer right before the Pacific winter storms begin.
The ability to get temporary mobile ALERT Stations become
imperative.

Use Cases & Application Examples
Post Wildfire Risks

Use Cases & Application Examples
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Use Cases & Application
Environmental: Monitoring Water & Air Quality
• When it comes to monitoring the environment, it takes a whole lot of man
power to collect good data, and process the samples in labs.

Use Cases & Application
Environmental: Monitoring Water & Air Quality
• In many cases, the timing of collection is imperative, but not necessarily
ideal for the working person’s schedule.

Use Cases & Application
Environmental: Monitoring Water & Air Quality
A typical Alert System has numerous water level stations, and rain gauges
scattered throughout the watershed. These are ideal locations that could
assist with the collection of real time data to those stakeholders interested
with environmental parameters.

Use Cases & Application
Environmental: Monitoring Water & Air Quality
Using ALERT to capture and monitor the many different parameters can be
one of the best ways to gather the right information at the right time.

Use Cases & Application
Environmental: Monitoring Water & Air Quality
With SDI-12 enabled transmitters and dataloggers, the use of multiprobe sensors
means that a single sensor may return more than one measurement. For example,
some water quality sensors return temperature, conductivity, dissolved oxygen, pH,
turbidity, and depth.
Here is a small list of examples of the hundreds of SDI-12 sensors and what they can
measure:
• conductivity
• dissolved oxygen
• petroleum hydrocarbons in water
• pH
• pressure
• redox (ORP)
• temperature
• turbidity
• water velocity
• weight of snow and ice on a snow pillow
• and much more ...

Summary
• AUG Members can increase the number of
stakeholders with their ALERT system network by
looking beyond its uses solely for weather data and
flood events
• Increasing the number of stakeholders could be as
simple as adding additional sensors, and accessories to
existing remote stations.
• With prudent planning consider what stakeholders may
have interest with the data that you may provide when
installing a new ALERT station.
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